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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 455 AND CHESTERFIELD UNAPPROVED  

400 

 
November 28, 2020 

 

 

DOGGIE DAYCARE COMING TO MANCHESTER MEADOWS:  Dogtopia is coming to 

the west side of the Manchester Meadows shopping center.   

 

Dogtopia claims they will offer daycare, bordering, dog spa service and training.  They 

will be located in the last three store fronts at the northwest end of the building near 

Home Depot, where a tobacco store and restaurant were located.  The store fronts at 

13933-12828 Manchester Meadows have been empty for some time.  
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They will also have a narrow pee and poop area plus outdoor play area just outside the 

three doors. 

 

The one thing that I noticed was the estimated maximum dog occupancy.  This is from 

the legislative bill for the Conditional Use Permit. 
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This was just a first reading reference the off-street parking/loading at the business and 

a Continual Use Permit to operate at the Monday November 23 BOA meeting.  There 

was no opposition in writing or verbally.  This should have no problem passing at the 

December Aldermanic meeting.  

 

 

THE ADDING OF LADUE POLICE TO THE WEST CENTRAL DISPATCH WOULD 

LOWER COSTS FOR TOWN AND COUNTRY:  Nine years ago Town and Country, 

Frontenac and Creve Coeur Police Departments combined their police dispatching 

services into the West Central Dispatch Center that handled 9-1-1 calls and radio 

dispatching.  The center was housed at Town and Country PD.  Each department saves 

money due to reduced personnel costs. 

 

     (1974 CC Patch) 

Here is the current breakdown of costs per department for the service, with Creve 

Coeur being the largest department and Frontenac the smallest. 
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On January 1, 2021 Ladue PD will join West Central Dispatch, allowing the town with 

the most rich people in all of Snoburbia to layoff some employees.  

   
 

Here is the cost per department after the addition of Ladue: 

 

 
 

TOWN AND COUNTRY HOURLY LEGAL BILLS FOR OCTOBER:   
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WHAT DOCUMENTS!  If you look at October 19 and Oct 20 on the legal bill, it states 

“Review Documents received from Ashley McNamara.”  That was it and it made no 

reference to what the actual documents were.  So of course, I filed an Open Records 

Sunshine Request and found out they related somewhat to our next article.  They 

included documents ref the city wasting $275,000 on adding lanes to Clayton Road and 

Ballas Road and then deciding not to do the project.  
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Steve, please see below because Lindsey is questioning possible missing closed session and 

related documents. The only one I can partially help with is #4, see attachment and answer 

below. This is all follow up to a Sunshine Law request that we completed October 9 but now 

remains unfinished given the claim of missing documents. 

Ashley 

 

  
 

From:  
Sent:  
To:  
Cc:  
Subject:  
Attachments:  

McNamara, Ashley 
Monday, October 19, 2020 1:24 PM 
Garrett, Steve 
Shelton, Bob 
FW: Request for information 
4114.pdf 
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(Of course this is just one bit of what was spent on this project before it was 

killed after lawsuits by nearby property owners. The minutes of the “closed” 

Board of Aldermen meeting were not included in response to our request.)  
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T&C BOARD OF ALDERMEN MEETING: 

 

 

 
 

ANOTHER ETHICS COMPLAINT AGAINST THE MAYOR: 

 

Mayor Jon Dalton led things off by saying a complaint with the Missouri Ethics 

Commission against him had been dismissed. He added the Ethics Commission at first 

had trouble determining what the complaint was all about before they dismissed it. 

 

The complaint was filed by former Alderwoman Lindsey Butler.  Dalton has had three 

(two on the same issue) complaints with the Ethics Commission go against him.  In 

2014 a complaint that he refused to list occupation of campaign donors as required by 

law was upheld. 

 

A ruling in late 2019 on a complaint filed in 2018 with a second complaint filed in 2019 

was upheld. Since 2016 it has been against the law for a registered lobbyist to have a 

campaign committee.  Dalton a lobbyist, who heads his law firms’ lobbying unit had 

been violating the law for three years before the Ethics Commission ruled against him.  

He was forced to dissolve his campaign committee and give the money back to donors 

or to charity.  

 

Here is the latest one: 
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Lindsey Butler, the complainant sent an email out explaining her side of the complaint. 

Here is the email: 
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Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse typos and grammatical errors as this is being sent from a cellular phone with an overly 

sensitive autocorrect. 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Lindsey Butler <lindseybutlersgirls@gmail.com> 

Date: November 23, 2020 at 7:52:49 PM CST 

To: Ashley McNamara <McNamaraAN@town-and-country.org>, Bob Shelton <sheltonb@town-and-

country.org>, wiesehanf@town-and-country.org, FrautschiT@town-and-country.org, Ald Jonathan 

Benigas <benigasj@town-and-country.org>, daltonjf@town-and-country.org, MortlandR@town-and-

country.org, holmanp@town-and-country.org, Ald Sue Allen <allens@town-and-country.org>, 

hughesb@town-and-country.org, wittmaierj@town-and-country.org 

Subject: Update on MEC conflict of interest complaint related to Clayton and Ballas intersection 

 

All,  

I hear that you are getting an update this evening on the Missouri Ethics Commission complaint 

concerning Mayor Dalton’s recusals from the Clayton and Ballas intersection projects.  

 

What was cited in the complaint are the minutes and closed session meetings minutes from the 

northeastern and southeastern corners, where Dalton recused from multiple BOA meetings related to 

those lands. He then presided over the closed sessions related to those same landowners, where 

easements were negotiated related to the upgrades that were supposed to be made in that location 

using federal grant monies. I am including the documents sent to the commission for your review. 

 

I received a letter over the weekend stating that the MEC has dismissed this case. And after a lengthy 

phone conversation this evening was told that these conflict of interest cases are hard to prove barring a 

signed contract between the 2 parties stating their intent to vote/influence for payment.  

 

In the dismissal letter it states that Dalton was not legal counsel for the landowners, which is confusing 

since it is the very reason Dalton stated in our minutes for the BOA recusal. So, perhaps our minutes are 

inaccurate. It also brings up the questions of why recuse in public, but not for the closed sessions, some 

occurring  on the same evening (see Sept 10, 2018). Additionally, the letter states that the aldermen 

interviewed stated they were not influenced by Dalton presiding over the meeting. I would point out 

that the very amounts suggested to be paid by Craig Wilde to the Board and what the votes were based 

on are shown in documents below. One email is from the landowner to Dalton stating the amount they 

want and Dalton’s response to Craig Wilde concerning the use of that amount.  

 

These are the very records made by and kept by our city.  

 

mailto:lindseybutlersgirls@gmail.com
mailto:McNamaraAN@town-and-country.org
mailto:sheltonb@town-and-country.org
mailto:sheltonb@town-and-country.org
mailto:wiesehanf@town-and-country.org
mailto:FrautschiT@town-and-country.org
mailto:benigasj@town-and-country.org
mailto:daltonjf@town-and-country.org
mailto:MortlandR@town-and-country.org
mailto:MortlandR@town-and-country.org
mailto:holmanp@town-and-country.org
mailto:allens@town-and-country.org
mailto:hughesb@town-and-country.org
mailto:wittmaierj@town-and-country.org
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I had mentioned all of these items to you prior to taking action with the MEC, so thought you should get 

the update. Of note, the MEC didn’t review our municipal code of ethics relating to this complaint, but I 

have made the adjustment and am still working with them as of this morning.  

 

Lindsey Butler 

 

Lindsey Butler had lots and lots of documentation including meeting minutes, emails 

and copies of the T&C Code. 

 

   Dalton                   Butler 

 

BUDGET:  The Aldermen had very little discussion on the budget keeping the 

$16,000,000 ($15,997,545 actually) as the budget amount. A Public Hearing was held 

with no public comment. The alderpersons continued to ignore the Ways & Means 

Commission’s recommendation to delete the June Fire and Ice – Fireworks event for a 

second year in a row. The Commission wanted to save the $25,000 for Fire & Ice due to 

the loss of sales tax revenue for at least the first half of the year and due to the 

pandemic and the belief that people would still not want to be in crowds.  

 

Ald. Pam Holman thought otherwise and recommended the money stay in the budget 

(that has already been drained thanks to Dalton’s Town Square project coming in at 

more than $6-million over the original budget) in the event COVID-19 vaccines had 

widespread use by June and people would want to crowd onto the Town Square. 

 

Dalton thought that was a wonderful idea. 

 

Ald. Sue Allen who is on the Way and Means Commission as a co-chair said several 

times how the budget was a “Living Breathing Document.” 

 

We know it eats cash, but I’m not sure what it drinks.  I was halfway expecting to see 

Clayton, Missouri’s Vincent Price (ghost of) to show up and take credit for creating a 

monster on Clayton Road with the breathing and living 2020 budget. 
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Vincent, minder of monsters       Sue Allen created a living, breathing document                   

      

ANOTHER TREEHOUSE CREATING CONTROVERSY  Tree houses or elevated 

playhouses on stilts have created displeasure.  The one was on Topping Road recently 

caused concerned of neighbors since it was as high as a 2-story house.  Several years 

ago a resident had to tear down an existing one in Ward-1 as it did not meet city code.  

This is not only happening in Town and Country.  Here is the headline to a story in the 

Tuesday November 24th Washington Post. 

 

     
  

The case in DC went from city court to the Federal Court of Appeals to mediation over a 

three-year period. It was mediated the couples’ 8 and 10 year old daughters have two 

more years to play in the treehouse and it then has to come down.  

 

The latest case in Town and Country is in the Mason Knoll subdivision that consists of 

one street. The homeowners at 1669 Mason Knoll Road got subdivision approval for the 

treehouse but not city approval.  It appears as if the treehouse was already in 

construction.  In fact, the city had to issue a STOP WORK order. 
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 The Conditional Use Permit was first read at the November 23 Aldermanic meeting.    

 

I made a records request for comments concerning this treehouse that is being called a 

“Playhouse” by the homeowner.  I received 27 letters from residents.  24 letters and 

emails were happy with construction of the “Playhouse.”  Three letters from the same 

property owners of the lot behind the “Playhouse” were in opposition. 

 

I posted all 27 letters over two hours on the draft of this newsletter.  I then began to read 

the letters that took up 14 pages.  It dawned on me that most readers of this newsletter 

might be injured falling asleep reading these when their head fell forward, because most 

all sounded the same, except the three in opposition and those were so detailed that 

coffee or No-Doze might be needed.     SO I went back and deleted them.  

 

Here is why the construction needs a Conditional Use Permit. 
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From the builder, The Lawrence Group, what will be used in the construction: 

    
 

Subdivision trustee approval: 

  
 

 Here are some more photos: 

From the complaining neighbor after Stop Work order: 
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City file photos: 
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ALDERMEN CONTINUE MODERN ART RENTAL NEXT TO 120 YEAR-OLD 

FARMHOUSE.  The alderpersons voted to continue the resolution to rent a very 

“modern” piece of art for two years at $2,000 plus insurance (while there is a deficit 

budget) and place it next to a perfect match, a 120 year old farmhouse at Longview 

Park 
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There appeared to possibly to be some intelligent thinking alderpersons that this would 

be an awful fit, despite the city’s Art Commission voting unanimously for it.  Only 

Barbara Ann Hughes (chair of the Arts Commission) and Fritz Wiesehan voted against 

the continuance appearing to be for approval of the weird thing. 

 

 

UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 400 

 

 
 

 

 
  

TUESDAY  NOVEMBER 17, 2020  
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Delayed report 

 
 

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 19, 2020 

 

 

 
Timothy Frank Harris  39 
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11/18/20   Stealing, Trespassing    pending                                      Chesterfield PD 

08/08/20   Stealing   pending                                                             O’Fallon PD  

06/13/20   No Auto Ins, Unreg Veh, No Op Lic, Littering pending     St. John PD              

02/12/20   No Auto Ins, Def Equip, Poss Drug Para  pending           Florissant PD 

02/20/18   Drunk in Public   warrant                                                  St. Louis City PD  

06/01/17   Felony Stealing  Guilty  7-months jail                               Woodson Terr PD  

03/01/13   Burglary 1st Degree  Guilty  7-years prison                      St. Charles Co SO   

07/15/12   4-cts Fraudulent use Credit Card  6-months jail              St. Charles City PD   

04/04/12   No Auto Ins, Expired Lic Plates  Guilty  fine                    Woodson Terr PD                               

03/26/12   No Auto Insurance  Guilty  2-days jail                              St. Charles Co SO 

04/28/00   Felony Stealing  Guilty 119-days shock prison sent        St. Charles Co    

03/29/99   Burglary  Probation revoked  7-years prison                   St. Charles Co 

02/21/99   Destruction of Property  SES Probation term                  St. Charles Co     

06/10/98   Stealing  Guilty  1-year jail                                               St, Charles Co   

05/25/98   Tampering With Auto  Probation revoked 5-yrs prison    St. Charles Co 

 

Danielle Lewis-Holbrook  32 

 
11/18/20    Stealing   pending                                                           Chesterfield PD 

07/13/20     No Auto Ins, Unreg Veh                                                  Manchester PD 

03/20/20    Felony Stealing, Assault                                                   Berkley PD  

02/12/20    2-cts Felony Drug Possession pending                           Florissant PD  

11/03/18    Unregistered Vehicle   fine                                               MO Hwy Patrol 

02/05/13    Burglary     3-years prison                                                Pinellas CO FL 

10-03-09    2-cts Traffic in Stolen Prop, Grand Theft 3-yrs prison     Pinellas CO FL 
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THURSDAY  11/19/20 

 

 
Larceny Report 20-4165: Unknown subject used bolt cutters to cut the cable securing 

and steal a moped. The moped was recovered abandoned approximately two hours 

later in the parking lot of a nearby business. 

 

Drug Violation 20-4166:  Juvenile was caught in possession of a leafy substance 

believed to be marijuana on Clarkson Rd.  

 

 

 
Larceny Report 20-4167: Two subjects concealed shrimp and left Schnuck’s without 

paying for the merchandise. The suspects were located at a nearby bus top, arrested 

and released on a summons.  

  Scott Maufus, 41, no record, a Parkway Central grad 

 

Barry L. Gales  49 
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11/19/20   Stealing                                                                     Chesterfield PD 

01/21/20   Give False Information to Police  pending                 Creve Coeur PD  

11/14/18   Driving While Revoked/No Auto Ins. Guilty                University City PD 

11/13/18   Driving While Revoked, No Auto Ins  2-days jail        Rock Hill PD 

11/08/18   Fel Stealing Pled Guilty Prob vio hearing pending    Overland PD  

08/21/18   Imp Lane Use, Drive W/Revoked                       No Co Muni Police Co-op 

04/24/18   Hazardous Driving  Guilty  $166 fine                         St. Ann PD 

11/20/17   Stealing  Guilty  Fine  (not paid)                                University City PD  

06/13/14   Burglary, Fel Resisting Arrest  Prob revoked 2-yrs   St. Louis Co PD 

05/29/14   Felony Stealing Probation revoked 2-yrs prison        Brentwood PD  

11/27/12   Stealing  Guilty  fine (not paid)                                   St. John PD 

11/11/12   Felony Stealing   Guilty  2-years prison                     Kirkwood PD 

08/17/12   2-Cts Stealing  Guilty  Fines still not paid in 2020     University City PD 

05/30/12   Indecent Exposure   Guilty  $116 fine                       Vinita Park PD 

05/09/12   Felony Stealing   Guitly  2-years prison                    Des Peres DPS    

03/15/12   Felony Stealing  Guilty  2-yrs prison                         Bridgeton PD 

03/09/12   Felony Stealing  Guilty  2-yrs prison                         Ladue PD   

01/20/09   Tampering With Motor Veh  Guilty  2-yrs prison       St. Louis City PD 

07/25/08   Distribute/Poss Felony Drugs  Prob revoked 6-mos St. Louis City PD  

01/09/08   Resisting or Interfering with Fel Arrest 5-yrs prison  St. Louis Co PD  

09/15/07   Violation of Adult Protection Order 132-days jails    St. Louis City PD 

07/25/07   Driving While Revoked    Guilty  2-days jail              St. Louis City PD 

10/20/99   Felony Assault   6-years prison                                 University City PD 

03/12/07   Domestic Assault  Probation Revoked 30-days jail  St. Louis City PD 

01/01/97   Felony Non-Support  Probation revoked 5-yrs pris  Jennings PD  

05/16/91   Peace Disturbance  Guilty $100 fine                        University City PD 

 

Delayed Report 

 
Identity Theft 20-4169: Subject responded to the station to report her identity was 

stolen to file for a tax refund. 

Delayed report 
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Delayed Report 

 
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 20, 2020 

 

 
Martez A. Pearson  35  Gulf Shore Dr  Chesterfield 

    
11/20/20   Assault, Poss of Narcotic Paraphernalia   pending        Chesterfield PD 

12/20/17   Receiving Stolen Property  Guilty  2-years prison          Sunset Hills PD 

07/22/17   Auto Theft  Guilty 7-years prison  early release             Kirkwood PD  

03/08/16   Tampering With Auto  Guilty  90-days jail                      St. Louis City PD  

02/09/16   Interfering with Officer  warrant                                      Webster Groves PD 

01/06/16   Felony Tampering With Auto  Guilty 1-year jail              Glendale PD 

11/26/15   Felony Tampering With Auto  Guilty  1-year jail             Kirkwood PD  

11/20/15   Felony Receiving Stolen Property  1-yr jail                    Kirkwood PD  

09/20/15   Assaulting a Police Officer, Resisting Arrest  warrant   Hazelwood PD 

11/15/14   False Imprisonment   1-year jail                                    Kirkwood PD 

07/12/07   Burglary, 2 CTS Stealing, Prop Damage 5-yrs prison   Florissant PD 

03/02/04   Felony Drug Poss  Probation Revoked 7-years prison  St. Louis City PD 
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20 – 4187 Larceny (Nike Store 18521 Outlet Blvd.) – Suspect was stopped after 
being observed stuffing clothing into back pack. Suspect was arrest and book for 
stealing under.  
James Y. Lee  66  Newton Falls, Mass 

  

Delayed Report 

 
20 – 4188 Tampering/Stealing (16975 North Outer 40, Rivers Edge Park) – Victim 

was biking on the trail when she was notified that her credit cards were being used. She 

retuned to her car and found three credit cards were taken out of her wallet. No 

suspects at this time. 

 
20 – 4189 Larceny (Walmart 100 THF Blvd.) – Security observed subject not ring up 
approximately $400.00 in merchandise. Subject was arrest and booked on the theft.  
Brian T. Janoski  43 
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11/20/20   Stealing, Trespassing                                                    Chesterfield PD 

08/15/20   Stealing, Trespassing   pending                                    Bridgeton PD  

05/25/19   False Report, Poss Drug Paraph                                  Overland PD  

04/01/19   Felony Stealing  pending                                              Town & Country PD  

02/05/19   Felony Drug Possession   SES Probation                    St. Peters PD 

10/20/14   Burglary and Stealing Prob revoked  5-yrs prison        Shrewsbury PD 

09/18/14   5-counts Felony Stealing  Guilty SES Probation          St. Louis Co PD  

ST. LOUIS COUNTY, MO (KTVI) - 37-year-old Brian Thomas Janoski is behind bars 

facing felony charges. According to St. Louis County prosecutors he’s accused of stealing 

lawn equipment from not one but five homes throughout South County.  The September 

crime spree lasted for 30 days and had neighbors on edge. 

One man who wants to stay anonymous tells FOX 2 he came home early one day and 
caught Janoski in his shed. He held the accused thief until police picked him up. Janoski 
claims he was at the home because he was responding to a Craigslist ad for lawn work, 
which investigators didn’t buy it. 

Aside from the 5 felony theft charges for September, Janoki is also facing burglary and 
theft charges that occurred in October on Exeter Avenue. There’s no word on his next 
court date. 
 

03/03/12   Felony Stealing  Probation Revoked  5-years prison   Frontenac PD  

 

 
20 - 4190  Tampering/Stealing (377 Chesterfield Circle Stoney River Restaurant) – 
Three vehicle parked behind the restaurant had windows broken and items taken from 
the vehicles. No suspects at this time.  
 

 
20-4192 Larceny report Clarkson Rd.- Victim parked his car in the parking lot and upon 

returning found that entry into the vehicle had been made by breaking the back 

window.  $20 in misc. change was taken.  No videos were located in determining a 

suspect. 
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20-4193- Misc report Golden Ridge Ct. -  EDP issued summon for making false report 

and CIT report completed. 

 

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 21, 2020 

 
20-4194   A vehicle was stolen from Tara Oaks Dr. last night.  A key was used, which 
was stolen from the vehicle owner’s son the night before.  The vehicle owner’s son car 
was entered while parked on the Dierberg’s lot on Clarkson Rd. on 11/20/20.  In 
addition to the key, identification papers were stolen which revealed the address of the 
victim. 

 
20-4195   A bicycle was stolen from a garage on Schoettler Valley Dr.  The suspect is 
a 15-year-old living in the area who has been taken into custody numerous times. 
 

Delayed Report 

 
20-4197   $1,899 in equipment was stolen from a home office on Barrister Ln.  The 

suspect is a former employee. 

 

20-4198   A resident on Chateau Village Dr. reported her cat was shot in the leg with a 
small caliber projectile.  
 
Delayed Report 

 
20-4199- Delayed larceny report Outlet Blvd.-suspect stole two pairs of sunglasses. 
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20-4203- DWI report- Officers found that the driver involved in a motor vehicle crash 

was impaired by alcohol and he was taken into custody.  The suspect blew .14 

Dakota Blaze Taylor 24  Pacific MO 

11/21/20   Careless & Reckless Driving, DWI  pending                Chesterfield PD 

 

20-4202- Sudden death report taken. Chesterfield Pkwy West.-  24 yr. old Victim 

experienced medical emergency while at a restaurant and was transported to St. Luke’s 

West where they were pronounced dead.   The St. Louis County Medical examiner 

responded to the hospital and retrieved the body for post death investigation.  

FROM FIRE/EMS REPORT ON EMS CALL TO BISHOP’S POST RESTAURANT: 
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Travon C Fox  24 

 
11/21/20   Trespassing     pending                                                  Chesterfield PD 

11/02/20   3-counts Stealing, Trespassing  pending                       Chesterfield PD   

10/26/20   Sexual Misconduct   pending                                         Bridgeton PD 

09/27/20   Stealing, Assault   pending                                            Olivette PD 

09/05/20   Stealing, Trespassing     pending                                  Edmundson PD 

08/24/20   Stealing   pending                                                         Bridgeton PD  

11/16/18   Peace Disturbance   pending                                        Maplewood PD 

11/05/16   Speeding  15-10 MPH over limit   $191 fine                 St. Ann PD   

8-charges with St. Louis City for riding Metro Rail w/o paying 

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 22, 2020 
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MONDAY NOVEMBER 23, 2020 

 

 

 
Seidy Molina Ramos   Student and resident assistant at Maryville University 

 
 

 

 

 
Jonathan P. Gundlach  40  
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11/23/20   Stealing    Wal Mart    pending                                      Chesterfield PD 

09/24/20   Speeding, No Auto Ins, Fail to Signal  pending             Webster Groves PD  

10/15/19   Unregistered Veh, No Auto Ins                                     Jefferson Co SO   

09/11/19   No Auto Insurance  pending                                          MO Hwy Patrol 

06/13/19   Speeding, No Auto Insurance  pending                        Shrewsbury PD 

10/02/18   Poss of Marijuana Guilty $227 fine (not yet paid)         Maplewood PD                               

 

 

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 24, 2020 

 

 
20-4230  -  Larceny Report 
Victim reported person/s unknown stole several tools from a job site on Wildhorse 
Creek Road. The tools were left in a closet of the building under construction last night 
but were found missing this morning. A canvas for evidence or witnesses met with 
negative results at this time, however officers are waiting on a response from Ruth’s 
Chris steak house to see if their camera captured any images. 
 

Delayed Report 

 
20-4231  -  Larceny Report 
Victim reported a suspect caught on his Ring Door Bell camera stole a package 
containing paper plates off of his front porch. The image is a white female who takes the 
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package and then runs back to the street and gets in a red vehicle, possibly a VW 
beetle. 
 

20-4232  -  Warrant Arrest 
Officers arrested a subject with a felony child abuse warrant and then conveyed him to 
St. Louis County Intake. 
 

 

  

 
 

THE DISAGREEMENT OVER BUDGETCONTINUES:  If you remember (if you even 

cared) from last week’s newsletter we wrote how Mayor Bob Nation said moving city 

employee (except police under FOP contract) pay raises from July 1 to January 1 would 

only cost an additional $154,000 and would be important since employees received no 

raises in 2020 due to revenue shortfalls thanks to the pandemic effecting retail. 

 

Councilwoman Barb McGuinness disagreed and claimed it would be more like 

$289,000.  They then got into a disagreement going back and forth with the mayor 

saying she counted the FOP contract officers and Councilwoman McGuinness saying 

her numbers were correct.   

 
Barb McGuinness sent me an email with her number that I ran in our Newsletter #454. 
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The night after the latest newsletter was posted Mayor Nation called me and left a long 

message on my answer machine saying the info I ran from Barb McGuiness was wrong.  

He went into detail as why it was wrong.  

 

I called him back the next day and asked him to put his position in writing as I did not 

want to be accused of getting something wrong.  To my surprise he said he would not 

do it and for me to call the city’s Finance Director Jeannette Kelly. 

 

As a reminder here is Councilwoman McGuinness email: 

 

merit raises commence July 1....so each budget year contains 6 months worth of 

a new increase. 

 

annual city payroll....................................20 million dollars 

annual cost of 2.5 % merit increase...........500,000.00 

annual cost of 8 % pension.........................40,000.00 

annual cost of 6.2 % social security match.....31,000 

annual cost of 1.45 medicare match...............7250.00 

__________________________________________________ 

 

total annual additional cost to the city for a 2.5 % raise to all employees.......578,250.00   

                                                           (so the 6 month cost of a merit raise is 

$289,125.00) 

we approved the pandemic strategy that stopped all (including PD) increases 

from July 1, 2020 to July 1, 2021 

 

Accelerating for 2021 and beginning it in Jan instead of July....would have added 

$289,125.00 in new spending to the 2021 budget..... 

 

So I don't know where Mayor gets the idea that accelerating raises by 6 months 

will only cost an additional $154,000.00.   

 

It obviously does not. 

 

FROM FINANCE DIRECTOR KELLY: 
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From: Jeannette Kelly <JKelly@chesterfield.mo.us>  

Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 12:56 PM 

To: John Hoffmann <johnhoffmann@charter.net> 

Subject: RE: question 

Non-FOP annual payroll is slightly over $9.6 million (includes part-time, 

overtime, and elected officials but does not include benefits) 

FOP annual payroll is approximately $6 million (no benefits included) 

Total annual City payroll in the approved 2021 Budget is approximately $15.64 

million (includes part-time, overtime, and elected officials but does not include 

benefits) 

 

Using the calculation provided by Councilmember McGuiness, the estimated 

annual salary impact of 2.5% merit increase on $15.64 million City payroll is 

$391,000 

8% pension is $31,280 

6.2% social security match is $24,242 

1.45% Medicare match is $5,670 

Total annual is $452,192 

6 months impact is $226,096 

 

However, the impact specific to the 2.5% merit pool (non-FOP) moved to 

January, 2021 versus July, 2021 would be $150,431 as presented in the 

October 6, 2020 budget workshop.  The FOP contract is currently in 

negotiations.  Accelerating the FOP raises would be an additional impact to the 

2021 budget. 

 

Let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Jeannette 

 

MORE FROM COUNCILWOMAN MCGUINNESS: 

 

I included FOP in my figures. You cannot, in my opinion, accelerate raises for employees and 

NOT include the P.D.  

 

But the important part in her note is the last sentence "accelerating the FOP raises will have an 

additional impact to the 2021 budget"...which is government-speak for ....it will cost more 

money.   Further, acceleration would not be a one-time event. It would be there forever. 
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In any event....since the City has been infused with over 3.2 million this year from the Cares 

Act...and we will NOT have that money in 2021 (unless there's a miracle of some sort) the city 

should not embark on a spending spree of this nature.    

 

AND THIS 

From: Barb Mcg <velvetfreeze@yahoo.com>  

Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 1:02 AM 

To: John Hoffmann <johnhoffmann@charter.net> 

Subject: Re: ugh 

 

and another thing....if it were not for the 3.2 million dollars that the city got from the federal 

government's Cares Act....we'd be in a world of hurt right now......so just throwing money around 

is nuts. 

 

 

 

 

 

MAYOR NATION ASKING FOR CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS A MONTH BEFORE 

FILING FOR REELECTION: Bob Nation was not wasting any time looking for money, 

yard sign locations and polling place volunteers during a pandemic.  Mayor Nation is 

going for his third 4-year term.  Here is his letter.  (He needs to use paragraphs!)  
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 CHRISTMAS CARD SHOP   Here three more handmade Christmas Cards from the 

2020 collection: 
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CHRISTMAS MOVIE:  During the pandemic and staying at home there is little new 

television to watch since series shows production that starts in August wasn’t 

happening.  Of course there are plenty of new Hallmark and Lifetime Christmas movies.  

In fact they are showing them 24-hours a day. 

 

So when I saw Operation Christmas Drop on Netflix I was not in a hurry to call it up, 

especially after watching five Hallmark and Lifetime formula Christmas movies the prior 

weekend. 

 

Christmas Drop is a formula piece like Hallmark flicks.  The two main characters have a 

conflict in the beginning and have a kiss at the end.  However, it was SO MUCH 

BETTER than a Hallmark or Lifetime Christmas movie.  First of all it was only 90 

minutes long with no commercials.  Second was that for the most part it was not filmed 

in a studio.  Most of it was filmed in Guam and on Anderson Air Force Base. At times it 

was a travelogue of Guam  

 

The script and production and acting was much better than any Hallmark movie.  Also 

two hours after watching it I remembered the plot.  Finally, they filmed the Christmas 

movie during Christmas and filmed the drops of packages of food (rice), tools, soccer 

balls, books and toys all donated to islanders on Northern Marianas Islands, 

Federated States of Micronesia, and Republic of Palau.   
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The reviews I found for the most part were not that good.  Cynical reviewers 

complaining how it as a formula story (and it was) and not giving credit to the production 

quality, the location shooting and the acting.  My wife and I gave it two thumbs up. The 

most informative article/review I found was from the Stars & Stripes newspaper.  

 

https://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/andersen-air-force-base-stars-in-netflix-film-

operation-christmas-drop-1.648774 

 

 

 

CARTOONS: 

 

 
 

 

https://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/andersen-air-force-base-stars-in-netflix-film-operation-christmas-drop-1.648774
https://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/andersen-air-force-base-stars-in-netflix-film-operation-christmas-drop-1.648774
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2 By Pulitzer Prize winning CBC grad and Charlette Peters son, Mike Peters  
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